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Abstract

The ScaRaB payload onboard Megha-Tropiques (MT)
satellite has been making observations of radiative fluxes
at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) for different local time
(LT) of the day. This provides a unique opportunity to in-
vestigate the diurnal variation of the regional instantaneous
cloud radiative Forcing (CRF) at TOA. Using direct obser-
vations of radiative fluxes from ScaRaB, seasonal mean di-
urnal variations of CRF at TOA are investigated during July
2012-Decemeber 2016. Such observations are essential to
investigate and quantify the regional differences in the long-
wave CRF (LWCRF) diurnal cycle and daytime variations
of shortwave CRF (SWCRF) over deep convective regions
and subsidence zones of the Hadley and Walker circulation
cells. One of the most remarkable features observed is the
significantly large diurnal variation of LWCRF over deep
convective regions, with distinctly different phases over the
continents and open oceans. Results show that the magni-
tude of the diurnal variation of LWCRF is largest over the
continental deep convective regions of Brazil and Africa,
where the peak-to-trough amplitude of the diurnal cycle of
LWCRF is in the range of 20 to 30 Wm−2, which is about
30-45% of their diurnal mean values. Peak-to-trough am-
plitude of the diurnal cycle of LWCRF over the oceanic re-
gions are mostly in the range of ∼15 to 25Wm−2 which are
about 20 to 35% of the diurnal mean values of LWCRF over
these regions. The least diurnal variation of LWCRF over
the ITCZ generally occurs over the eastern Pacific (peak-
to-trough amplitude <15 Wm−2 ). The diurnal maxima
of LWCRF over the continental regions occur during 15-
21 LT while the minima occur at ∼03-09 LT. Over the
deep convective regions of open oceans, the diurnal cycle
of LWCRF attains broad maximum during 21-06 LT while
the minimum occurs at ∼09-12 LT. Further, this study indi-
cates that the magnitudes of shortwave CRF (SWCRF) are
largest around ∼12-15 LT, mainly due to the largest incom-
ing solar flux and phase of the diurnal variation of cloud
development. Though significant shift in the location of
deep convection occurs during El Nino periods (which also
introduces corresponding shift in the spatial variations of
LWCRF and SWCRF), zonal variations of the average net
CRF (NCRF) during the El Nino and normal periods are
remarkably similar during all seasons.

1 Introduction

Diurnal cycle is a fundamental mode of variability in most
of the meteorological parameters, which is primarily forced
by daily variations in solar insolation. Diurnal variation of
cloud development and their radiative impact play a piv-
otal role in modulating the diurnal cycle of energy bud-
get of the surface and atmosphere [e.g., Ramanathan et al.,
1989 and references therein]. Phases of the diurnal cycles
of cloud development and their radiative impact depend on
their generation mechanisms. In particular, phase of the di-
urnal cycle of convection is an important parameter in deter-
mining the cloud radiative forcing [e.g., Nowicki and Mer-
chant, 2004]. In general, development of convective clouds
peaks in the afternoon over continental regions, while the
organized convection over oceanic regions generally peak
during late night or early morning. Similarly, marine stra-
tocumulus cloud amount starts increasing from just before
the local sunset and attains its peak before dawn, while the
lesser cloud amount is often reached in the afternoon owing
to the maximum rate of cloud break up occurring around
noon (following the warming of the surface by incoming
solar radiation).

Radiative effects of clouds have been investigated exten-
sively in the past [e.g., Ramanathan et al., 1989; Roca et
al., 2005; Sathiyamorthy et al., 2013; Taylor, 2012; Thampi
and Roca, 2014; Saud et al., 2016]. Most of these stud-
ies were carrried out using satellite based observations over
the last four decades. However, these observations are
made at fixed local time of the day (e.g., 10:30 AM/PM,
01:30 AM/PM) and hence do not cover the diurnal cycle.
CERES flown onboard the low-inclination TRMM satellite
provided direct observations of the TOA radiances at dif-
ferent local times of the day during the satellites precession
cycle. These observations could be carried out only for lim-
ited period and were used for estimating the diurnal vari-
ations of aerosol and cloud radiative effects [e.g., Rajeev
and Ramanathan, 2001; Christopher et al., 2003]. Another
methodology used to derive the diurnal variation of cloud
radiative forcing (CRF) is by utilizing the broadband radia-
tive fluxes estimated from geostationary satellite observa-
tions of the narrow band visible and IR observations [e.g.,
Nowicki and Merchant, 2004], which have lesser accuracy
compared to the direct observations of broadband radiances



at TOA.

Direct observations of the seasonal mean diurnal variations
of cloud radiative forcing can be estimated from the ob-
servations carried out using ScaRaB/3 payload flown on-
board the low-inclination Megha-Tropiques satellite, uti-
lizing its capability to observe all regions at all local time
bins during its 51-days precession cycle. The main advan-
tage of this technique is that the diurnal variation of CRF
can be estimated directly over the entire tropics from the
MT-ScaRaB/3 observations compared to the diurnally in-
terpolated values from CERES (e.g., CERES-Terra synop-
tic data) or limiting the direct estimates to fixed local times
of the day. Major limitations of MT-ScaRaB/3 estimates
of CRF are: (i) these estimates can be carried out only on
a seasonal mean basis as the diurnal cycle for all tropical
locations are covered only during the 51-days orbit preces-
sion cycle of MT, and (ii) the frequency of observations at
a given local time during any season is fewer than that from
the sun-synchronous CERES which make observations ev-
ery day at two fixed local times.

Main objective of the present study is to estimate the multi-
year (2012-2016) seasonal mean diurnal variations (aver-
aged at 3-hourly intervals) of longwave CRF (LWCRF) and
daytime variations of shortwave CRF (SWCRF) over the
tropics and investigate their temporal and seasonal varia-
tions and the net cloud radiative impact. The uncertainties
arising from any bias in the observations are minimised by
using the seasonal mean cloud-free reference values of the
SW and LW radiative fluxes at 1o × 1o geographical grids
estimated at different local times from the MT-ScaRaB/3
observation itself in the estimation of SWCRF and LWCRF
at TOA. Overall uncertainty of LWCRF is less than 7%
while that of SWCRF is ∼17%. The results obtained from
this study are summarized below.

2 Data and Method

Megha-Tropiques has an orbital inclination of 19.98◦ and
an orbital period of 101.93 minutes. During its 51-day pre-
cession cycle, MT-ScaRaB/3 observations cover all local
times at all geographical locations, which are repeated af-
ter the 51-days cycle. This unique nature of MT-ScaRaB/3
observations is utilized here to derive the diurnal variation
of SWCRF and LWCRF over the tropics. MT-ScaRaB/3
measures radiances at four independent spectral bands: (i)
Channel-1- visible band (0.55-0.65 µm), (i) Channel-2 -
shortwave band (0.2-4.0 µm), (iii) Channel-3 - total spec-
tral band (0.2 to 100 µm), (iv) Channel-4 - IR window
band (10.5-12.5 µm). Radiances measured using channels-
1 and -4 are used for scene identification and cloud detec-
tion. The longwave radiances are estimated by subtract-
ing the radiances observed in channel-2 (shortwave band)
from channel-3 (total spectral band) after giving weigh-
tage for the spectral response functions. The radiances are
calibrated using onboard calibration system [Viollier and
Raberanto, 2010]. The observations are carried out us-

ing cross track scanning mode, with each scan line hav-
ing 51 pixels (swath of 2200 km). Pixel resolution of MT-
ScaRaB/3 at nadir is 40 km. Resolution of the edge pixel
in the scan line is about 90 km. In the present analysis 4
edge pixels on either side of each scan line are not used due
to their poor spatial resolutions. MT-ScaRaB/3 can make
observations of radiances up to ±30◦ latitude over tropics,
because of the 2200 km wide swath.

The level-2 MT-ScaRaB/3 data comprising of the instanta-
neous TOA fluxes in the shortwave and longwave spectral
bands covering the entire tropics during the period of July
2012-February 2016 are used in the present study. Cloud
radiative forcing is defined as the difference between the
mean radiative fluxes under all-sky condition minus those
for the clear-sky condition [Ramanathan et al., 1989; Roca
et al., 2005].. Thus, the CRF at TOA can be determined
from the following relations:

SWCRF =−(SWFobs −SWFclearsky) (1)

LWCRF =−(LWFobs −LWFclearsky) (2)

NCRF = SWCRF +LWCRF (3)

In the above equations, SWFclearsky and LWFclearsky are the
cloud-free SW and LW fluxes for each geographical region
of 1◦ × 1◦ at fixed local time intervals during a season. Es-
timates of CRF are carried out from each pixel and are aver-
aged at 3 hourly local time (LT) intervals during each sea-
son (following an equivalent day analysis) over the entire
tropics with a geographical grid of 1◦x1◦ (latitude × longi-
tude). Utilization of the cloud-free reference fluxes for each
season and year are determined from the MT-ScaRaB/3 ob-
servations, which remove the effects of any biases in the ob-
served radiances while deriving the SWCRF and LWCRF.

3 Results

3.1 Zonal variations of LWCRF: diurnal am-
plitude and phase

Zonal variation of the diurnal cycles of LWCRF over the
equatorial region (averaged between 10◦N and 10◦S) during
different seasons are depicted in Figure 1. This is obtained
by subtracting the seasonal mean (diurnal average) value
of LWCRF from the individual 3-hourly values for each
longitude bin of 2◦ grid size. Figure 1 shows that, during
all seasons over the equatorial region, largest amplitude of
the diurnal variation occurs over continental regions (cen-
tral American region: ∼85◦W to ∼40◦W; central African
region: ∼10◦W to ∼40◦E). The peak-to-trough variation of
the diurnal cycle over the central American region is in the
range of 15 to 25 Wm−2. Over the central African region,
the peak-to-trough diurnal amplitude varies between 10 and
30 Wm−2. Over the African region, Figure 1 shows less di-
urnal amplitude at west of 10◦E compared to its east. This is
mainly because, between 10◦S and 10◦N, the surface type
is a combination of land and ocean in the former region,



Figure 1. Zonal variation of the diurnal cycles of LWCRF
over the equatorial region (averaged between 10◦N and
10◦S) during different seasons (averaged during 2012-
2016). The mean values of LWCRF (averaged within 10◦N
and 10◦S) at each longitude are removed.

while it is completely continental at east of 10◦E. Over the
central African region, largest diurnal amplitude of LWCRF
is observed between ∼24◦E and ∼34◦E during all seasons.
Over both the central American and central African regions,
the diurnal cycle is most prominent during northern autumn
(September-November), which is followed by spring. The
diurnal amplitude is generally weaker during summer over
the central American region. Phases of the diurnal varia-
tions over the central American and central African regions
are somewhat similar, with the minimum occurring at 03-06
LT and maximum occurring at 15-21 LT. This is primarily
due to the convection triggered by large land surface heat-
ing during the afternoon.

Phase of the diurnal cycle of LWCRF is somewhat similar
over all the open oceanic regions and is distinctly differ-
ent from the continental regions. Over open oceans, diurnal
peak of LWCRF is rather broad and occurs during 21-06
LT, while the diurnal minimum occurs during 09-12 LT.
The tendency for diurnal maximum to occur during ∼21-
00 LT is more over most of the oceanic regions. Largest
diurnal amplitude of LWCRF over oceanic regions (peak-
to-trough amplitude of ∼20 Wm−2) is observed over the
Indian Ocean (during all seasons except northern spring)
and the central Pacific (during northern spring), and while
the lowest diurnal amplitude is observed over the eastern
Pacific and the Atlantic (peak-to-trough variation of 8 to 15
Wm−2). The diurnal cycle over the Indonesian archipela-
gos has a mixed phase, though its amplitude is quite sig-
nificant (15 to 20 Wm−2). The minimum LWCRF occurs
mostly at 09-12 LT (similar to the continents and open
oceans), while the diurnal peak occurs between 15 LT (es-

pecially over the western parts) and 00 LT (over the eastern
parts). This might be because of the dominating effect of
landmass (bigger islands) over the western parts and that of
the open ocean (tiny island chain) over the eastern parts.

3.2 Zonal variations of seasonal mean
longwave-, shortwave- and net- CRF
over the equatorial region

Longitude(deg) Longitude(deg)

Figure 2. Zonal variations of the seasonal mean diurnally
averaged LWCRF, SWCRF and NCRF averaged over the
equatorial region (10◦S to 10◦N) during the four seasons
for the normal (July 2012-October 2014) and El Niño pe-
riods (November 2014-February 2016). The vertical bars
indicate the standard deviations.

The Walker circulation introduces significant longitude
variations of convection and cloudiness. This will cause
corresponding variations in cloud radiative forcing and their
spatial gradients. The longitude variations of cloudiness
and CRF would be different during El Niño periods. The El
Niño conditions prevailed during November 2014 to May
2016 (Oceanic Nino Index, ONI > 0.5), with moderate and
strong phases of El Niño during May 2015 to April 2016
(ONI in the range of 1 to 2.6). In the present study, CRF
during the El Niño period is averaged separately to investi-
gate the effect of El Niño on CRF. Zonal variations of the
seasonal mean (diurnally averaged) LWCRF, SWCRF and
NCRF averaged over the equatorial region (10◦S to 10◦N)
for the four seasons of normal period (mean for 2012-2014)
and El Niño period (November 2014 to February 2016) are
shown in Figure 2. Major features observed in Figure 2 are
given below.

Substantial zonal gradients are observed in SWCRF,
LWCRF and NCRF in all seasons during the normal and El
Niño periods. These include the large-scale gradients be-
tween the ascending and descending limbs of the Walker
cells as well as the rapid variations having smaller spa-
tial scales. The latter includes drastic spatial variations in
LWCRF, SWCRF and NCRF associated with convection
across the coastal regions like those appearing over the west
coast of Brazilian sector (at ∼80◦W) almost throughout the



year and the west coast of equatorial Africa (at ∼10◦E) dur-
ing northern summer and autumn. In contrast, systematic
and large-scale spatial gradients of LWCRF, SWCRF and
NCRF occurs between the east and the west equatorial In-
dian Ocean, associated with the Walker cell. Similar fea-
tures are also seen over the African and American longi-
tudes. In general, magnitude of the NCRF is quite small
(<10 Wm−2) over the deep convective oceanic regions,
while significant negative NCRF values are observed over
the continental deep convective regions. This is primarily
because of the phase of the diurnal variation of convection,
which shows its peak during afternoon (and hence consider-
able magnitude of SWCRF) over the continents compared
to the oceanic regions where the peak occurs during night
(and hence have smaller magnitude of SWCRF).

During the normal period, the western Pacific witnesses
strong deep convective zone with high magnitudes of
SWCRF and LWCRF, while the central and the eastern Pa-
cific have relatively smaller magnitudes. In contrast, during
the El Niño period, magnitudes of LWCRF and SWCRF de-
creases significantly (∼20 to ∼30 Wm−2) over the western
Pacific while their values increase considerably (by ∼20 to
∼40 Wm−2) over the central and eastern Pacific. This is
associated with the eastward movement of the convective
zone from the western Pacific to the central and the eastern
Pacific during the El Niño periods. Though significant spa-
tial variations occur in the LWCRF and SWCRF between
the normal and El Niño periods, zonal variations of the net
CRF during the El Niño and normal periods are similar dur-
ing seasons. This is because the decrease in the diurnal
mean LWCRF is compensated by decrease in the diurnal
mean SWCRF by an equal magnitude.

4 Discussion and Summary

This paper presents the direct observations of diurnal cy-
cle of LWCRF and daytime variations of SWCRF and their
temporal seasonal variations. Such observations are essen-
tial to investigate and quantify the regional differences in
the LWCRF diurnal cycle and daytime variations of short-
wave CRF over deep convective regions and subsidence
zones of the Hadley and Walker circulation cells. Magni-
tude of the diurnal variation is largest over the continen-
tal deep convective regions of Brazil and Africa, where the
peak-to-trough amplitude of the diurnal cycle of LWCRF
is mostly in the range of 20 to 30 Wm−2,which is about
30-45% of their diurnal mean values. The diurnal max-
ima of LWCRF over these continental regions occur during
15-21 LT while the minima occur at ∼03-09 LT. Over the
deep convective regions of open oceans, the diurnal cycle
of LWCRF attains broad maximum during 21-06 LT while
the minimum occurs at ∼09-12 LT. To better understand the
radiative impact of different cloud types requires radiation
budget data with daily or better time resolution. Analysis
using high time resolution data will help to understand the
causes of the variability observed in the radiative impact of
clouds, and the extent to which it is associated with changes

in cloud fraction.
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